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In 1999 most of our technology

concerns were focused on the in-

famous Y2K scenario, would our

businesses be operating on

January 1, 2000, or would our com-

puter run society shut down.  Well,

January 1, 2000 came and went

with companies experiencing little

or no glitches in their operations.

Then, like a dam bursting, the elec-

tronic connector industry took off

in 2000.

There have been numerous articles

about how this industry has had ex-

traordinary growth over the past

year and that it is expected to

continue over the next 2-3 years.

Communications, computers,

electronics – these are the big

movers in 2000.  Worldwide de-

mand for electrical parts are hitting

record breaking numbers.  

With all this good news and in-

creasing business opportunities,

we have to wonder about the down

side.  With the sudden demand for

increased parts, manufacturers

have had to scramble to increase

their production.  In most cases this

resulted in a need for additional

equipment, manpower, and mate-

rial.  Unfortunately, no one foresaw

the magnitude of this industry’s

growth in such a short time period

and manpower, material as well as

machine tools are all experiencing

shortages and longer lead times.

TORNOS is working diligently to

meet this growing demand for ma-

chines.  Plans are in the works to in-

crease production at the factory in

Moutier.  Our suppliers are adding

to their capacity as well to help ease

production restraints.  All of these

issues take time and we are grate-

ful that all of our customers are

willing to stay the course and wait

the long period of time for delivery

of their machines.

The good news, of course, is that

with this increase in connector

parts orders, you can be much

more productive with the fast cy-

cle times afforded by the DECO

2000 machines than your competi-

tors.

Wishing you Happy Holidays and a

Prosperous New Year.
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You don’t need to be told by economists how
good business is, or isn’t, all you have to do is
look at your own company. And right now,
those companies associated with the small
turned parts industry, and the connector in-
dustry in particular, are definitely looking at
good times; some would even say great.

readers,

Tom Dierks

President of TORNOS

Technologies US
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overcome
a looping error 

on a spindle:

How to

After having studied the way of correcting a looping error on an axis (see
DECO magazine 14), we shall now deal with overcoming a looping error
on a spindle.

1. Use the spindle resources line.

Display the resources line of the spindle involved in the fault and observe

the curve showing changes in speed or mode.

To display a resources line, proceed as follows:

Using the left button of your mouse, click on the top of the operations

line (1) and without releasing your mouse, drag this line down to the bot-

tom of the screen. In this newly created line you can – by clicking the right

button of your mouse – create a resources display for one axis and/or one

spindle.

1. Looping error when running

at speed

A looping error when running at

speed means that the effective

spindle speed (number of revolu-

tions per minute) at the start of the

loop (G13) is not the same as at the

end of the loop (G113). In such cas-

es the following message is dis-

played:

G1017: Looping error on spindle

S1 (Speed)

2. Mode-related looping error

A looping error related to mode is

detected when the spindle is not in

the same mode at the start of the

loop (G13) as at the end of the loop

(G113). The different spindle modes

could be as follows: 

◆ speed mode (programmed revo-

lutions per minute)

◆ synchronous mode with another

spindle (M?18)

◆ polygon mode (G?51)

◆ axis C mode (M?98). 

The following message then ap-

pears, for example, if there is a syn-

chronisation fault:

G1017: Looping error on spindle

S4 (M?18)

Tip: Unlike the looping error

on an axis, one cannot de-

tect the looping error on a

spindle using “single mode”

(see DECO Magazine No. 14). 

However, the following tips

will allow quick detection of

the type of looping error

and provide the pertinent

correction.

Type of error: 

Several types of looping error messages may appear during spindle programming. Message G1017 is

displayed in the dialog box and a text in brackets then specifies the type of fault.

1
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E
This tip is also available if you

consult or print it out from our

site at :

http://www.tornos.ch/eng/

TB-DECO/default.taf?page=

astuces_Submenu.html 

The above tip is not, properly

speaking, a specific program-

ming tip but rather a general

help intended to overcome a

problem encountered from time

to time. We do not have the fa-

cility for you to download the

program from our site.

A speed value is displayed if you

click on the red line. This value must

be identical in both the small green

flag – showing the start of the loop

– and in the red flag – showing the

end of the loop. Displaying the pro-

gram as a GANTT diagram will allow

you to determine when exactly a

change in spindle speed or mode

was programmed. 

This method is extremely useful

because the fault can be detected

graphically at a glance.

◆ The red line shows the various programmed speeds (a different height means a different speed). 

◆ The grey areas indicate that the spindle is in a different mode to the speed mode.

2. Using the find func-

tion.

Another possibility is by using the

Find function (Edit menu) in order

to see all the control codes relating

to the faulty spindle. For example,

we can find the words M103 or

The most common looping errors are due to the following

factors :

◆ The spindle is in a positioned stop (for example: M119 Q0) for a

cross milling operation. On completion of this task the operator has

either forgotten to restore the speed or did this incorrectly. 

◆ The initial speed of spindle S1 indicated in the “Spindles” icon, and

the speed programmed in the master program for the cutting ope-

ration are different.

◆ When synchronising spindle S4 with S1 (M418 S1) it is essential to

cancel the synchronous mode on S4 before the end of the loop,

either by M405 or a new speed control M403 or M404.

◆ Forgetting to cancel the polygon mode G?51 by G?50. 

All that now remains to be done is

to check that the speed values are

identical at the start and end of the

loop. This method also produces

good results, even where there are

typing errors, for example. 

Tips : Isolating each spindle

control in one single opera-

tion makes it easier to find

programming errors. Use

the icon depicting a spindle.

In the next DECO Magazine

(number 16 dated February

2001) : 

All you need to know about

polygon operations!

resources line

M104 in order to find all the speed

controls governing spindle S1. 

The Find result is displayed in the

window on the bottom of the

screen. If you double click on the

line you are interested in, this will

open an ISO-DECO editor dialog

box.
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Our journalist met Mr
Birger Gustafsson, the
manager of the Moheda
plant within the compa-
ny Finnveden Powertrain
AB (the former Torsten
Ullman AB). Mr Birger
Gustafsson is responsible
for 175 employees. The
turnover is SEK 140 mil-
lion.

What is the size of the business
area, Finnveden Powertrain
Components, and what are your
geographical markets ?

1400 employees generate a net
sales of approximately SEK 1,5 bil-
lion annually (i.e. 234 mio USD). 

The strategy is based on continued
global expansion – focused prima-
rily on European and American
automotive and engine manufac-
turers.

Mr Gustafsson, could you please
explain to our readers what is
the purpose of Finnveden
Powertrain AB ?

The Moheda plant manufactures
products with high  technical con-
tent. Our main focus is at the valve
train- and fuel injection compo-
nents.  Product and process devel-
opment is conducted in close co-
operation with our customers.

And regarding the Moheda
plant ?

We are machining in the diameter
range of 5-80 mm. Our main ma-
chinery are 50 CNC-controlled bar
lathes, both multi spindles and sin-
gle spindles. As second operation
machines we operates 20 high pre-
cision hard turning lathes. We have
10 grinding machines of various
types. Assembly machines and
handling equipment is an im-
portant part to be complete.

Finnveden Powertrain AB –

The public company Finnveden AB has three business areas:

◆ Finnveden Sheet Metal

◆ Finnveden Fasteners

◆ Finnveden Powertrain Components (FPC)

FPC consists of Finnveden Powertrain Ldt, Finnveden Powertrain AB,

Finnveden Engineering, Finnveden Precision, Finnveden Inc. and Gjutal.

Finnveden Powertrain AB has five plants in Sweden.

The sales of 

Finnveden Powertrain

Component.

on the DECO 2000.
Therefore we use our own compa-
ny Finnveden Engineering to make
the automation. During the last
two years we invested SEK 40 mil-
lion, of which the major part was
used for the 23 DECO 2000-ma-
chines. 

Our main customers are Robert
Bosch, Scania, Volvo/Ford, and
Saab/GM.

55% Truck industry
26% Car industry

19% Other engineering industry

55%

26%
19%

Mr. Gustafsson, what do you
think are your competetive
edges in “world competition” ?

“The Moheda unit is specialised in
machining of advanced high quali-
ty components for the automotive
industry.  We shaped a “business
idea” of our own. Which means that
we invest in standard machines and
build our own automation equip-
ment and special machines in order
to create a complete production
line very fast.

Rapid changes in volumes and de-
sign need to be taken care of prop-
erly. Therefore we go for standard
solutions as far as possible. Few
production steps and little man-
power are needed to control qual-
ity. An intensive use of SPC has
learned us that the temperature
stability in the machines will be one
of the most important items when
choosing future machine con-
cepts. Our strength is built on a
long tradition in turning. We have a
thorough knowledge in this field
and the fact that we can offer our
customers hardening, grinding,
hard turning, assembling etc.

For this edition of DECOMAG we decided to go to
Sweden to see how the DECO concept has been ap-
plied there.



complement to the already exist-
ing and very important personal
contact with our customers. 

Thank you Mr. Gustafsson for this
interesting presentation, in con-
clusion what do you think will
become more important in your
relationship with your supplier
(like TORNOS-BECHLER) ?

An important criteria which will be
required in the future is 24 hour, 7
day per week availability, guaran-
teeing in consultation with suppli-
ers and of course a competitive
price on products and service. 

You always have to satisfy the cus-
tomer’s demands and also to ex-
ceed these.

TORNOS-BECHLER has a good name
within our organisation and we feel
that they are sensitive to their cus-
tomers needs even if we wish that
they always should give priority to
us first.

And we are eagerly waiting for
the DECO 3000 as our next
“Moneymaker”.
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also very carefully follow how the
big automotive companies start to
establish different tools to speed
up inquires, quotations and extend
the competition by means of the
net. However I doubt that we, in
the near future, should handle all
our business contacts through the
net, this media has to be seen as a

makes us “complete” as a supplier”,
says Birger Gustafsson. A long tra-
dition in tool grinding with skilled
and innovative technicians in con-
nection whit brand new tool grind-
ing machines are one other very
important key factor for our suc-
cess. 

How did you discover the DECO
machines ?

The co-operation with TORNOS-
BECHLER started with the start of
the company, in the middle of the
forties. Longturning has ever since
than been one of our specialities.

In the beginning of the nineties
several ENC-machines were bought,
and three years ago we invested in
the first DECO 2000-machine from
TORNOS. 

When we received some major in-
quiries, the DECO-concept attract-
ed us and we found that the DECOS
fulfilled our high quality and preci-
sion demands . And surprisingly “at
last we found a CNC-machine just
as fast as a cam-machine”. Who
could predict that five years ago?
We were able to manufacture com-
plicated parts, fast, in one opera-
tion. We could also easily extend
the capacity in reasonable steps.
The pace in the machines must al-
ways be at the near maximum. The
excellent co-operation between
TORNOS-BECHLER and Ehn & Land
AB (TORNOS-BECHLER’s represen-
tative in Sweden and Norway) lead
to our choice of TORNOS-BECHLER
as our main supplier of Swiss type
machines. When we needed help
to train people at the machines
very intensive Ehn & Land was there
to help us.

Today 23 machines are running in
the Moheda plant, two in Alvesta
and one in Torpsbruk. Gradually as
we have been able to train new
technicians we have extended the
use of the DECOS  in  two, to three,
to four shifts.  So they will certain-
ly have to prove reliability.

We have heard that IT technolo-
gy could completely transform
classical relationship, do you
think your work will change ?

At Finnveden Engineering we al-
ready operate different CAD-sys-
tems which are connected to a
CAM- prototype workshop, which
is used mostly for forged and cast-
ed items.  

However for the classical turned
parts, the  Cad-files do not appear
very often so far. But they certain-
ly will in the nearest future.

You are working in a unit locat-
ed in Sweden, is it difficult to
think global ?

The internationalisation means
that we have to be near our cus-
tomers and we therefore invest
hard to set up business abroad. Our
merge of Finnveden Powertrain
Components Ltd (the former CS-
Martin Ltd in Alford UK) is one step.
Leaders and management with
thrust in the future is necessary for
success. It is also important to be
able to react fast and in a correct
manner to recruit and train moti-
vated and competent personnel in
the production field. In the past
few years we have created our own
school in which we train approxi-
mately 15 young engineers every
year. Within the EU-Leonardo proj-
ect we have an exchange of pupils
with the Alford plant. Language is a
very important part of the training
of our apprentices. 

And what about e-commerce, is
it a field for a metal manu-
facturer ?

The importance of this is very ob-
vious, with regards to simpler
products and standard articles. We
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imately 90 % of the shares in the

TORNOS GROUP since 1999. The re-

maining shares are in the hands of

the senior management.

We shall obviously keep you post-

ed about the latest developments

in this major project. For real time

information, our web site includes

a specific heading, which you can

reach at the following address:

www.tornos/ipo 
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Owing to its sustained growth over the last 4 years, TORNOS-
BECHLER has invested more than 50 million francs in new pro-
duction plant and machinery during this period, as part of
two major renewal projects, which we have already discussed
in DECO Magazine.

Last minute:

TORNOS-BECHLER plans to 

enter

In order to cope with the strong

development potential, the com-

pany now wants to manage its

growth and increase its capacity to

react and investment potential. To

achieve this, the board of directors

and senior management of

TORNOS-BECHLER SA decided to

make the necessary preparations

for the company to be floated on

the stock market during the course

of year 2001. 

At a recent meeting Mr. Anton

Menth, general director and repre-

sentative of the Board of Directors

of TORNOS-BECHLER SA, indicated,

as the main reasons for entering

the stock market, the company’s

extraordinary growth potential

coupled with the interest shown by

several investors in global dynamic

technology, especially machine

construction. Just as the DECO

2000 represented the perfect mar-

riage between the two previous

generations, in combining the ad-

vantages of the control systems, so

the IPO (Initial Public Offer) is the

perfect marriage combining the

advantages of conventional com-

panies with those of the new econ-

omy (on average increased

growth).

In 1999, the TORNOS GROUP

achieved a turnover of 299 million

Swiss francs, which over the last 5

years represents an annual average

rate of growth of more than15%! 

The British group of investors,

Doughty Hanson, has held approx-
E

the stock market 
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In this edition of DECO Mag, you will

discover the new high pressure

drilling device designed to be fitted

onto all our machines.

Option 5013

Self-Adjusting high pressure

lubrication device.

Application

This device is intended for use with

through centre coollant drills and is

particularly suitable for drilling to a

depth of approximately 40 times

the diameter. It allows 4 tools to be

fed independently and alterna-

tively. 

When the pump engages, a con-

verter selects a rotation speed

which corresponds to the flow and

adjusts the pressure accordingly.

The flow and pressure are there-

fore dependant on the drilling tool.

These parameters are adjusted au-

tomatically and independently on

each tool every time the pump is

switched on.

Simplification 

For many issues, these pages have been a source of information for enhancing
our machines with ingenious devices allowing certain special requirements to
be met more accurately.

Technical specifications

Length of pipes: 5 m (allows installation of this device to the
left or right of the machine).

Independent oil reservoir, capacity: 140 litres

Self-adjusting pressure: 30 to 120 bar

Filter: 25 microns

Max. supply: 4 tools

Control: M functions

For min. diameter drill tools: 1 mm

Reduced size: 800 x 800 mm

Cylinder pump set to 10 cm 3/rev

Movable cradle for pre-filtering the return oil (150 microns)

25 microns filtration for output oil (tools)

and adaptation 
to all requirements

Note

As the oil is subjected to a laminat-

ing effect during drilling, the oil

temperature increases. Also, we

recommend adaptation of a cooler

which will maintain a level to ap-

proximately 23 degrees (see, for

example, DECO Magazine 14 option

5270 for DECO 2000 20 and 26 mm

versions).

Compatibility

This device is option equipment on

all DECO machines. It can be retro-

fitted onto machines which are al-

ready in service. However, if you are

interested, please consult us for a

compatibility analysis of the equip-

ment on your machine. There are

some limitations on use.

2000200800

13
55

Let’s consider again the concept of

the DECO b range: DECO 13 bi is a

machine with an integrated bar

feeder, and DECO 13 b is without a

bar feeder.
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Application

These three options (depending on

the length of the bars) are an alter-

native to the normal bar feeder of-

fered on the DECO 13 bi. These

models, supplied by a reputable bar

feeder manufacturer, are designed

specially for the DECO 13 basic (only

one single stand).

The After-Sales service is provided

entirely by TORNOS-BECHLER.

Dedicated to very specific applica-

tions, this bar feeder allows you to

draw on all the capabilities of the

DECO 13 b model where the con-

ventional bar feed solution reveals

its limitations, from 1 mm diame-

ter (4 for Robobar) and for differ-

ent applications, such as machining

synthetic materials.

Note

The LNS Tryton type bar feeder can

receive bars of different lengths si-

multaneously. A detection system

ensures that the feeder is posti-

tioned correctly on the machine.

The bars may be loaded from the

front or rear of the bar feeder.

By loading the bars from the rear

of the bar feeder you avoid inter-

rupting the operation of the ma-

chine. However, this requires a

large area for handling the bars.

When loading from the front of

the bar feeder, you must stop the

machine. The barrel pivots on the

rear stand towards the back of the

machine. The bars are thus loaded

at the rear of the machine.

Compatibility

DECO 13 b

Technical specifications

Max. bar diameter : 12.7 mm

Max. channel length: 230 mm

Hydraulic assembly with capacity

of : 25 litres.

Compatibility

DECO 13 b

Technical specifications

Diameters: from 2 mm to a maxi-

mum of 16 mm.

3 guide tubes with interior diame-

ters of: 6, 13, 18 mm

Independent hydraulic assembly of

120 litres (ISO 100 oil)
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Options 0370 and 0375

Oil cooled bar feeding tube in LNS type HYDROBAR HYS 3.16 

Application

These two options (depending on

the length of the bars) draw on the

considerable experience of LNS in

oil cooled supply systems and the

hydrodynamic operating principle.

This tube is made specially for the

DECO 13 b. It is an alternative at a

good quality/price ratio which is of

interest to users who do not re-

quire the high flow supply device

(very intricate parts). 

Note

Requires electrical interface (op-

tion 0350).

The bars must be chamfered (60

degree angle).

Option 0310, 0315 and 0320

LNS Tryton 112 CNC type bar feeder hybrid with 28 tube barrel
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DECO Magazine : What are the

benefits and thoughts behind

these business unit structures?

MDM/DS: We proceeded with this

change so that we could provide

our clients with an improved ser-

vice.  Overall, the following advan-

tages can be quoted:

◆ Skills by product range produce

highly accurate responses.

◆ Problem identification and rapid

solution implementation (con-

centrated areas of research and

skills).

◆ “Total” knowledge of the sector

by combining the skills of the

Spares and After-Sales divisions

into one and the same unit.

◆ Improved overall detection of

market trends coupled with

more efficient and pertinent re-

sponses.

◆ The newly created unit is a serv-

ice centre catering for pre-sales,

E
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Services & Business Units:

The services provided to
TORNOS-BECHLER cus-
tomers logically went
hand in hand with the
re-organisation of the
company.

a logic
that commands respect !

CUSTOMERS

Commercial

After sales

Administration Products line

Direction

Finances

MIS
Management

Information System

Human resources
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Research and 
development

Provisioning
External Providers

Assembly

System of organisation of TORNOS–BECHLER SA

Engineering

Once the various phases of compa-

ny re-organisation had been com-

pleted, we wanted to know what

effects these had had on the after-

sales and spares departments. To

find out, our journalist arranged a

meeting with Didier Stadelmann

and Marc de Maeyer, the heads of

the company’s Multi-Spindle and

Single Spindle Customer Services

Departments respectively.

To explain the situation, Mr. de

Maeyer quickly came to the

heart of the matter.

“We re-organised the former after-

sales and spares services. These

used to be organised by “jobs” but

are now managed by “products”.

The aim was to provide an im-

proved market response. This new

“complete” service is now referred

to as customer services (single

and multi-spindles). 

In other words, according to Didier

Stadelmann, we are now proposing

an integral solution, which takes ac-

count of all intermediate stages -

from selling the machine to sup-

plying spares and providing the

market with products and services.

When questioned about the

TORNOS-SCHAUBLIN “Fixed Head-

stock” business unit, our two

spokesmen informed us that its

operation remained unchanged.
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sales and after-sales services to

the public – i.e. final clients, re-

tailers, agents and sales force.

DM: To summarise, one can say

that client demands are better

understood and followed

through. Does this mean that

you have a CRM (Customer

Relationship Management) sys-

tem ?

MDM/DS: Like the rest of the com-

pany, we have had integral SAP

software for just over a year.

Only the Moutier site is currently

fully managed by this system. Its

installation in the subsidiary

companies is now under way.

Consequently, the state of our ope-

ration is not the same for all the

markets. This temporary solution

will persist until after the complete

installation of the SAP software

throughout the entire TORNOS-

BECHLER Group.

Nowadays, the background of our

relations is followed through in real

time, with service statistics, the sale

of spares etc., being available by

market, region, customer etc…

All the information collated is ma-

naged in a database.

The Service Management and Sales

and Distribution modules of SAP

interact completely. Owing to the

partial inputting of SAP and a very

heavy workload, coupled with an

ever-growing market of machines

requiring installation, this system is

not yet fully widespread from a

pro-active sales point of view.

DM: What do you understand by

a pro-active sales request?

MDM: It’s quite simple. This tech-

nique must allow us to offer much

more to our customers in a target-

ed manner. For example, if the

database indicates that customer X

mainly machines a specific type of

material and regularly orders con-

sumables subject to specific res-

trictions associated with this type

of machining … and if, in the

meantime, TORNOS-BECHLER has

developed an alternative solution,

then the interactive database sys-

tem should be capable of suggest-

ing the new solutions for the cus-

tomer.

DS: A further example could be

where a customer uses large vol-

umes of specific items or equip-

ment. The system must be capable

of detecting this.

DM: These aspects are extremely

interesting but are all part of

future innovations. Are there no

other new services or aspects,

which can immediately be per-

ceived in the wake of this re-

organisation?

MDM/DS: This major change en-

abled us to clarify the process and

set up a reactive and totally prod-

uct-orientated organisation; this is

already a big step forward!

However, it goes without saying

that some additional services have

been introduced for both agents

and customers, such as standard

data exchange, the maintenance

contract, the international team of

specialist engineers or the basic

systematic training services.

DM: For the benefit of our DECO

Magazine readers, could you

briefly explain these points ?

MDM/DS: Well, to start off, let’s

talk about a service provided to our

agents, which is intended to help

them become more effective and

efficient in their respective coun-

tries, thereby ensuring an efficient

and uniform “TORNOS-BECHLER

quality” from one end of the world

to the other. 

A team of engineers was put to-

gether and trained in all aspects

surrounding our automatic lathes,

namely: proposal, calculation,

tooling, programming, starting-

up, servicing and trouble-shooting.

This UK-based team is fully conver-

sant with every single machine of

our range. It was created with the

aim of providing back-up second-

ments of between 4 weeks and 3

months per country, to support

our agents whilst also offering in-

valuable assistance to our sales and

services structures in those coun-

tries with no subsidiaries, such as:

◆ Standing in for an absent / sick

personnel.

◆ Providing explanations and train-

ing agents “by way of example”.

◆ Assisting the agent when he is

faced with peaks in his workload.

The second very important aspect

is basic systematic training. In

order to have a highly skilled work-

force, we encourage young mem-

bers of the workforce, who have

just completed their apprentice-

ship, to join customer services. This

commitment is coupled with an ad-

ditional, very demanding 2-4 year

training programme. The trainee

goes through all the departments

in the company in order to under-

stand fully all aspects of the ma-

chines he will have to look after

(machining, assembly, commis-

sioning, after-sales service etc.).

Finally, in-depth language courses

are also encouraged, so as to cov-

er linguistic skills over a very wide

geographical area.

On completion of this training,

these highly skilled engineers re-

ceive continuous updates of any

developments to the range. This

guarantees a very high and consis-

tent quality level, which our cus-

tomers are entitled to expect.

DM: The last two points you

quoted are specifically directed

towards the clients. How do

they work ?

MDM/DS: First of all, the standard

system of exchange is an inter-

esting alternative to the conven-

tional solutions of purchasing new

parts or overhaul. For some ele-

ments (especially turning parts), it

is known that their useful life is not

infinite. For this reason, and also to

Services & Business Units:
a logic that commands
respect!



DM: To come back to the

delivery periods you indi-

cated for stock items, how

can you keep to these ?

DS: We have reached agree-

ments with all the express trans-

port services on the basis of their

strong points and countries where

they are most efficient. We there-

fore have a team of partners, who

are committed to providing a very

high level of service.

DM: Gentlemen, I would like to

thank you for this most inform-

ative meeting.

Conclusion:

Following this visit, our journalist

was convinced that the re-organi-

sation of the company involved all

divisions – and was not purely a re-

organisation on paper.

The “customer concept” is clearly

uppermost in the minds of these

two departmental managers and

their staff. The very real incentive

to provide an even better service

more quickly and to meet the ever-

changing customer requirements

in a pertinent manner is forcing

them to seek out new solutions

and information systems on a con-

tinuous basis.

Customer Services have been high-

ly involved in this renewal project.

The fruits of this development are

now available. It has been specially

created for you !

Together we shall face the chal-

lenges of the future.
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ensure the shortest possible down-

times at our customers, we oper-

ate a standard exchange system,

thereby saving them the need to

invest in new parts. The benefits

are summarised below:

◆ Quick replacement, minimum

machine down-time.

◆ Considerable reduction in costs

compared with purchasing new

products.

◆ Unbeatable quality-to-price ratio.

DM: This facility would appear of

considerable interest, but to

what items does it apply ?

MDM/DS: It is very difficult to pro-

duce a list, but it applies in general

to headstocks, belts, turning parts

and some electronic cards. If there

is any interest, we would like to

invite your readers to contact

the TORNOS-BECHLER Customer

Services.

As for the maintenance service,

this consists in an agreement,

whereby a highly qualified engi-

neer will regularly come to your

premises to examine your ma-

chines and proceed with changing

those parts subject to wear, such as

batteries and filters. A geometric

report is automatically produced.

In the event of any actual or po-

tential problem, the engineer may

propose a standard exchange of

certain items.

DM : Does this maintenance

agreement apply to all pro-

ducts ?

MDM: At present this agreement is

exclusively dedicated to DECO sin-

gle-spindle machines. However, its

extension to include the multi-

spindle sector is currently being re-

viewed.

DS: In fact, we are concluding the

concepts and want to im-

plement this facility as

quickly as possible.

DM: What is the term of

this agreement ?

MDM/DS: The preventive

maintenance agreements

usually run for a 5-year term.

DM: And regarding the spares,

does the creation of a single “all-

in” service for each machine,

have the same effect ?

DS: The main innovation of this

service is the implementation of a

supplies facility, which is separate

from the overall machine produc-

tion supplies facility. The aim here is

to prevent any breakdowns in the

flow of spares for reason of priori-

ties, other than production priori-

ties. 

At a purely logistics level, we are

organised around a central ware-

house, which can supply any part in

stock within 24/48 hours in Europe

and/or 48/72 hours throughout

the rest of the world.

DM: This separation of supplies

is aimed at meeting customer

service requirements with high

priority and separating this from

any dependence on machine

production flow [peaks]. Would

this not lead to a risk of losing

any potential economies of

scale ?

MDM/DS: We do not take any risks,

because the agreements with our

partners are completed on the

same bases as for production; a

separate supplies facility does not

mean a complete severing of ties

with production.
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Following the implementation of organisation by business units,
TORNOS-BECHLER is continuing its strategic changes with its prima-
ry aims being continual improvement and customer satisfaction. This
is regardless of the requirements in terms of turning diameters ran-

ging from 1 to 380 mm, in a fixed, single or multi-spindle headstock with conventional, PNC
and cam machine technology.

In the field of first generation TORNOS-BECHLER cam machines and CNC replacement parts, an
efficient solution of 100% TORNOS quality has been released on the market: TORNOS-ATS SA.

This business, which specialises

in replacement parts, is changing

its corporate name to TORNOS

SERVICES SA.

This change illustrates a strategic

desire to strengthen services and

become a global supplier of solu-

tions for the field of turning.

TORNOS-ATS SA, a company found-

ed in January 1997, has changed its

name to TORNOS SERVICES SA as

of 1st September 2000. 

As under is old name, TORNOS

SERVICES SA specialises in the sup-

ply and sale of replacement parts

and After-Sales services for auto-

matic single spindle lathes with

TORNOS, Bechler and Petermann

cams as well as all CNC single spin-

dle lathes, with the exception of

the DECO range. TORNOS-SERVICES

SA also provides the service for

Schaublin 110-CNC lathes. 

The new concept of managing OEM

quality parts and a stock of more

than 30,000 items allows TORNOS

SERVICES SA to ensure continuity

with its customers, as well as fur-

ther reducing the delivery times.

This change has no influence on

the business process.  The cus-

tomer will continue to work with

the same representatives and the

same high level of services to which

they have become accustomed.

To maintain a high level of efficien-

cy, TORNOS SERVICES SA is expand-

ing its staff and the storage area at

its premises in Moutier. 

M. Huber, the manager, recently

interviewed by our journalist,

briefly recalls the history of

TORNOS-ATS and its mission as

he perceives it.

TORNOS-ATS was founded three

and a half years ago with the aim

of improving servicing of old

TORNOS, BECHLER, PETERMANN

and TORNOS-BECHLER machines.

Over the course of the three years,

the situation has improved and we

can now state that by aiming for

customer satisfaction we have im-

proved our “global service” 

Today, we can divide our services

into two or three main areas of ac-

tivity depending on the machines:

for cam machines, we provide a re-

placement parts service, including

the supply and prompt delivery of

quality TORNOS parts (quality test-

ed in the approved time, place and

conditions). For first generation

CNC machines, we offer the After-

Sales service in addition to the re-

placement parts service. A third as-

pect has today been developed in

the renewal of the replacement

parts and After-Sales services for

the SCHAUBLIN CNC 110 turning

centre. To guarantee optimum

transfer of knowledge and ability

with regard to this product, we

have recovered all the crucial com-

New 
corporate name!



ponents for SCHAUBLIN SA, that is,

the original drawings, the data-

bases, qualified staff, stocks, etc…

Our results are excellent, since we

are in a global market which is in re-

cession, and we have increased our

turnover and thus our share of the

market.

When questioned on the future

as he sees it, M. Huber says:

Firstly, we want to develop good

databases as well as considerable

reactivity (reaction speed and avail-

ability of merchandise) so that we

can ensure a totally satisfactory “re-

action service”. Secondly, we will in-

crease our range of services with

“active services” by offering pre-

ventive checks and changing worn

components before faults occur.

M. Menth, the managing director,

then told us that, TORNOS-

BECHLER is unshakeable regarding

this offer of an additional service

on the market. As a specialist

servicing company with inde-

pendent and professional sup-

pliers, TORNOS SERVICES can

offer a flawless service on the

market and thus can cover

the service requirements of

those using older machines.

Our journalist then wanted to

know if this efficient service

did not compete with the desire

of the company to promote its

new products.
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M. Menth’s response is a con-

clusion in itself…

“Our management idea is to move

from a single product vision to a

wider perception of the service and

to customer satisfaction. To do this

we are adopting a global vision of

what we offer the market.

We provide a flawless service for

older products, particularly those

which compete with our new prod-

ucts, but the most important thing

is still our customers. As long as

some of our customers require this

service, we will provide it. It is obvi-

ous that in the long term, the great

advantages of new products will

slowly replace the older solutions

and the market will diminish.

Customer satisfaction remains our

priority”.

Conclusion

TORNOS-BECHLER as a glo-

bal turning company ? More

than ever and this is re-

gardless of your require-

ments... let’s take on the

challenge of the future to-

gether !
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MOTOREX has been carrying out its

research and development in this

highly critical field of corrosion pro-

tection. Over the years, this work

gave the company an unrivalled

technological edge. By complying

with the following three factors,

which guarantee success, a brand

new type of anti-corrosion has now

come to light, namely: MOTOREX

INTACT. All the INTACT anti-corro-

sion liquids offer :

◆ A high degree of anti-

corrosion

◆ Environmental compatibility 

since they are 

VOC-free

◆ Maximum performance

To help protect the environment,

all products are VOC-free (VOC =

Volatile Organic Compounds-free).

According to scientific research,

VOC plays a major part in ozone cre-

ation at low altitude. Attempts are

being made, throughout the

world, to combat this harmful

product, and agents containing

VOC are subject to a tax surcharge.

Protecting the environment

can be financially viable.

The usual anti-corrosive products

may contain between 20 and 70 %

VOC. MOTOREX INTACT does not

contain these harmful hydrocar-

bons and all metal materials are giv-

en optimum protection at a very

good price, seeing that the tax sur-

charge is not applied! Hydration

was inconceivable without VOC and

this feature is precisely the great

MOTOREX INTACT

VOC–free
corrosion protection

Whether you are dealing with a series of parts or metal pre-
cision tooling, efficient corrosion protection is a very impor-
tant element in industrial production processes. If insuffi-
cient attention is paid to corrosion protection, production
quality may suffer, deteriorated parts start multiplying and
the end result could even be complete deterioration of the
product.
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innovation of INTACT products:

their ability to remove water and

highly efficient anti-corrosion pro-

perties bear testimony to this !

MOTOREX INTACT X

MOTOREX INTACT X is a highly de-

hydrating liquid, which remarkably

removes any residues of water-sol-

uble cooling lubricants from the

metal surface. After drying, a dry,

dust-repelling surface is obtained,

which is perfect for immediate ma-

chining work, such as drilling a blind

hole etc.

MOTOREX INTACT A

MOTOREX INTACT A is an anti-corro-

sive, which can be diluted with wa-

ter. The water represents merely a

transporting function and a means

of penetration for the active sub-

stance. It evaporates completely

during drying. What remains is a

very thin oily protective film.

Treated in this way, machined parts

and even the tooling can be stored

in the dry without problem.

enamelling of parts, the product

can be removed very easily. The ul-

tra-thin protective layer (1 g/m 2)

provides highly economic protec-

tion against corrosion.

MOTOREX INTACT XD

This product has outstanding de-

hydrating properties for all ferrous

metals, coupled with effective anti-

corrosion – these are the remark-

able features of this anti-corrosive

liquid.  With its special formula,

MOTOREX INTACT XD quickly sepa-

rates the water and forms a thin,

resistant, non-adhering and waxy

protective layer, which lasts for a

long time.

MOTOREX INTACT XF

In addition to its hydration and am-

bivalent anti-corrosion protection

properties, MOTOREX INTACT XF

also effectively removes aggressive

substances and forms a protective

layer which does not fully dry out.

Its excellent compatibility with the

materials frequently used means

that this product has a very wide

scope of use.

There are several ways of applying

the protection, namely steeping,

spraying or brushing on.

Depending on requirements, i.e.

varnishing, galvanisation and
MOTOREX INTACT – so that your

masterpieces retain their value.




